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As the taxi cab drives away, Balan sees Sheelas bag laying on the flooring Inside the bag, there will be an old camera with
photos of particular areas and certain people in Bangalore.
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Nair; (also performed by Dulquer Salmaan) is certainly a profitable doctor He lives with his close aid Ummar ( Sekhar Menon ),
who will be a foodie and an enthusiastic computer gamer.. Balan is certainly overcome, he puts on his favorite coat will take
Sheela in his vehicle guaranteeing her a unforgettable new 12 months.. The film has been a massive strike of 1986, generally
credited to its very hit tracks.. Owing to this, he will be avoided from an embarrassing circumstance and doesnt lose face in top
of his older brother and his ex-girlfriend.
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Balan as currently he is uneasy watching Sheela throw up made him nauseous Therefore Balan tries to spit forcibly, he maintains
pressing his tummy firmly with one of his hands keeps the various other hands on the woods besides retches.. Balan cooks food
serves a date-like dinner celebration with restaurant like atmosphere, to make an impression on Sheela.. After insulting his ex-
girIfriend on Facébook in a drunkén condition, Balan seems like his lifestyle is not really in sync. Prison Break Season 2
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 In the meantime Ummar seems to become late, then Balan enquiries about Ummars presence, while Sheela goes missing Balan
goes in research of her.. Balan is definitely distraught, abruptly crackers light up outside ón the eve óf fresh calendar year, Balan
wishes Sheela waits for her answer back. cara membuat aplikasi penjualan dan stok barang toko sepatu futsal
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One day time, Balan satisfies Sheela ( Nithya Ménen ) when they bóth get into a taxi cab at the same time.. Ultimately they both
begin to speak Balan begins enquiring Sheela about her upcoming endeavours now there he gets to know some interesting stuff
about her, that she is usually enjoying daily life after her research also understands about her sweetheart Rahul her ideas about
marriage love.. By using this site, you consent to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy Lastly after few times, Sheela greets him
back again after that Balans immediate impetus to choke makes them smile, later on the situation changes few such humorous
situations assist both of them turn out to be yet great buddies Balan evolves a solid relationship towards Sheela.. Afterwards they
are observed in a medical center where doctor verifies the cause for their nausea bouts as Foods Poisoning Balan is
embarrassed.. They start to appreciate the dinner, while Balan enthusiastically consumes up a great deal also constantly keeps
drinking wines until he fills up.. He understands that she is definitely good-natured and they turn out to be very great friends.
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